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NILS™ MCE for P&C

Compliance-focused Market 

Conduct for Property and 

Casualty Insurance

Effectively manage your compliance risk and increase Market Conduct 
efficiency with state-specific regulatory insight and comprehensive audit 
functionality.

The benefits of an effective market conduct 
program have never been more critical 
to an insurer’s bottom line. Compliance 
professionals must deal with over 30,000 (and 
growing) countrywide requirements that govern 
property/casualty market conduct. The market 
conduct examination process is complex, time 
consuming and costly.

Available for Property and Casualty and 
Workers’ Compensation insurance, NILS MCE for 
P&C delivers an easy-to-use market conduct 
research tool helping insurers research prior 
market conduct exam reports and enforcement 
orders, prepare and respond to current 
examinations, and maintain compliance with 
market conduct requirements.  

Supported by our team of experts who 
understand the insurance industry, NILS 
solutions combine proven technology, 
regulatory content and the expertise of Wolters 
Kluwer Financial Services. NILS provides 
regulatory intelligence and research unique 
and critical to the business of insurance, 
ensuring that users get the focused content 
needed for efficient research and effective 
compliance.

• Assess market conduct compliance 
requirements through targeted 
searches by state, lines of business, 
and market conduct topics.

• Easily locate criticisms and actions 
(exam reports and orders) by date 
or keyword for a given time period, 
and determine what topics have 
appeared in actual criticisms or 
exams.

• Perform internal compliance self-
audits to address specific regulatory/
enforcement issues. Conduct legal 
research and prepare for new 
product launches.

• Effectively manage exams by 
identifying areas of concern.   
Understand how regulators have 
treated issues and enforcement 
orders to prepare responses to 
findings. 

• Prioritize compliance efforts and 
educate staff on key issues and 
trends.
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About Wolters Kluwer Governance, Risk & Compliance 

Wolters Kluwer Governance, Risk & Compliance (GRC) is a division of Wolters Kluwer which 
provides legal, finance, risk and compliance professionals and small business owners with a broad 
spectrum of solutions, services and expertise needed to help manage myriad governance, risk and 
compliance needs in dynamic markets and regulatory environments.

Wolters Kluwer N.V. (AEX: WKL) is a global leader in information services and solutions for 
professionals in the health, tax and accounting, risk and compliance, finance and legal sectors. 
Wolters Kluwer reported 2017 annual revenues of €4.4 billion. The company, headquartered 
in Alphen aan den Rijn, the Netherlands, serves customers in over 180 countries, maintains 
operations in over 40 countries and employs 19,000 people worldwide.
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With nationwide coverage and easy web-
based access, NILS MCE for P&C increases the 
effectiveness of staff by making comprehensive 
compliance risk and market conduct data 
easily accessible. 

• Powerful search options allow professionals 
to quickly locate detailed requirements by 
jurisdiction, date range or keyword.  Search 
by Topic, Market Conduct Search, Reference 
Number, State, Word, Easy Audit and NAIC 
Standards.

• State market conduct criticisms and actions 
relating to requirements help identify 
compliance issues most often published 
by state examiners, including links to the 
appropriate citation or action.

• Citations organize content by state, line of 
business, categories, compliance issues and 
details, including the complete citation text.

• Comprehensive reports are easily exportable 
for criticisms or actions activity by date 
range for one or multiple states.

• Expert analysis provides insight on how 
examiners may apply market conduct 
requirements.

NILS is supported by a team of experts 
including industry professionals, insurance 
attorneys, and former insurance regulators 
as the industry-leading provider of Market 
Conduct research tools.

To find out more about NILS MCE for P&C, or to  
request a demonstration, please visit  
WoltersKluwerFS.com/Insurance or contact  
us at 800.481.1522. 


